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We consider a parabolic system in a half space. A theorem, similar to one 
proved by Meyers and Pazy for elliptic equations outside the unit ball is 
proved, namely, if the coefficients, the right side, and the initial conditions of 
the parabolic system have asymptotic expansions at inlinity with respect to the 
space variable, then so does the solution of the corresponding Cauchy problem. 
Some generalizations and examples are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the parabolic system 
hi/at = 5 C Ac(X, t) Dzkt4j(X, t) +fi(X, t), (i = I,..., M), (14 
j-1 Ikl@P 
in 
Q = R" x (0, T], 
%(X, 0) = h(x), in Rn, U-2) 
or in matrix notation 
au/at - I+, t, D,) u =fcX, t), (1.3) 
4% 0) = d(x). (1.4) 
The purpose of this work is to show that if the coefficients, the right side 
of (1.3), and the initial conditions of (1.4) have asymptotic expansions with 
respect to X, as 1 x I-+ co, then so does the solution U(X, t). Similar results for 
elliptic equations outside the unit ball in Rn have been obtained by Meyers [l J 
and Pazy [2]. 
After presenting some known results on parabolic systems in Section 2, 
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we state the main results in Section 3. We define N-asymptotic and N + E- 
asymptotic expansions of a function in terms of a sequence of radial and 
angular functions. The main result is Theorem 3.1, which asserts the exist- 
ence of an N-asymptotic expansion for the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) under 
suitable conditions. Theorem 3.2 shows that the asymptotic behavior of 
the solution of a parabolic system as ( x / --f 00 is independent of the behavior 
of the system in compact subsets of Sz. The proofs, as presented in Section 4, 
are based on a detailed analysis of the parametrix and the fundamental 
solution of the system. The proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that the asymptotic 
expansions for parabolic systems do not contain powers of log 1 x ( , unlike 
the expansions in the elliptic case [1, 21. Some applications are given in 
Section 5: Different classes of radial functions are used (cf. Theorem 5.1 
and Examples 5.1 and 5.2). Counterexample 5.3 shows that the differentia- 
bility requirements of the coefficients cannot be essentially relaxed. Thus, we 
see another feature that occurs in the parabolic case but not in the elliptic 
one. Finally, we demonstrate the relation between asymptotic expansions 
as ( x I---, 00, for parabolic systems and the behavior of the solution of a 
parabolic system at an isolated point of degeneration. In particular, Example 
5.4 shows how to obtain the behavior of the solution of 
near x = 0. 
This is a result contained neither in [5] (in the nonhypoelliptic case) nor 
in [6, 71. 
It is worthwhile to note that the asymptotic behavior at infinity is closely 
related to the problem of singular perturbations, e.g., [8]. This problem, 
however, exceeds the scope of the present paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall need some results concerning parabolic systems which can be 
found in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 4(t), 4(t), x(t) be red valued continuous functions on the 
interval s < t ,( T, and let X(t) > 0. If 
then 
C(t) G (Cl(t) + It x(4 4(u) du for s < t < T, 
s 
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Let P(x, t, D,) = PO + PI , where P,, is the principal part of P and PI 
consists of all lower order terms. Assume that the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
(A,) The coefficients of (1.1) are bounded functions in 52, and are 
continuous in t; the coefficients of P,, are continuous in t, uniformly with 
respect to (x, t) in Q. 
(p) The system (1.1) is uniformly parabolic with respect to (x, t) in G 
(cf. [31)* 
Let V(y, t, S, 6) be the matrix solution of the ordinary system 
w’ldt = PdY, t, z;) K for 0 < s < t < T, 
V(Y, 4 s, lJlt.4 = 1, 
(2-l) 
for any vectors y and 5 = a: + 8, y, (x, /I E Rn. 
V(y, t, s, 5) has the following properties 
V(Y, t, $9 l) WY, 7, s, 5) = UY, t  7, 0, (2.2) 
for s < 7 < t < T. 
1 V(y, t, s, LJl < Ce(t-s)Q(t), (2.3) 
where Q(CX + $I) = 4 1 (Y I@ + 8’ 1 /I j2P; the positive constants C, 8, 8’ 
depend on the eigenvalues of PO [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (A,), (B) hold. Then the matrix 
-qx - y, t, y, 4 = (27p s,. ei(a+i~)~(z-~)V(y, t, s, a + $3) da (s < t), 
(2.4) 
called the parametrix for (1.3), satisjies 
1 Zii 1 g Cc-8-(2-w) s I UY, 4 s, a + i8)l da R” 
< ce-elx-wl”/(t-8P’ s e-6(t-s)la/*9 daR" 
< C(t - s)-n/2p exp{-c 1 x - y I*/(t - ~)a’}, 
where 
(2.5) 
Bk = I hc I w@* - YJ, (h = l,..., n), 
I B I = 4 * - y IAt - W’, 
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C, c, 6, are some positive constants, q = 2p/(2p - I), p’ = 1/(2p - 1). (2 is 
independent of /I by the Cauchy theorem.) 
] DzmZij 1 < C,(t - s)-(~+~~I)/~P exp(-c, ] x - y p/(t - s)p’} (2.6) 
where 
m = (ml ,..., m,), [ m [ = m, + *.. + m, = 0, I,.... 
We add now the following assumptions. 
(A,) The coefficients of (1.1) are Holder continuous (exponent CZ) in x, 
uniformly with respect to (x, t) in bounded subsets of Q, and, furthermore, 
the principal coefficients are Holder continuous in X, uniformly with respect 
to (x, t) in Sz. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that (A,), (As), (B) hold. Then there exists a funda- 
mental solution r(x, t, y, s) of (1.1) satisfying the inequality 
1 r(X, t, Y, S)l < C(t - s)+lap exp{-c 1 x - y IQ/(t - s)“‘>, 
where C, c are positive constants. The fundamental solution is given by 




@i(x, t, Y, s) = k Kn(x, 5, Y, 4, 
WI=1 
W) 
K(x, t, Y, 4 = [J=o(x, t, &> - J’,(Y, t, &>I -W - y, t, y, s) 
+ J’&, t. 0,) -G - y, t, Y, 4 
(2.9) 
Knfl(X, 4Y, s) = t Sf G(x> t, t, 4 L(5,~, Y, s> dS do, 
(2.10) 
8 R" 
(m = 1, 2 ,... ), and 2(x - y, t, y, s) is the parametrix for (1.3). 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that (A,), (Aa), (B) hold. Let f (x, t) be a continuous 
function in Q, Hiilder continuous in x, unsformly on bounded subsets of G?, and let 
$(x) be a continuous function in Rn. Finally assume that 
1 f (x, t)j < Ce+I” 
1 +(x)1 < Ce+I” 
in Q, (2.11) 
in R”. (2.12) 
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Then there exists a unique solution U(X, t) of the Cauchy problem (1.3), (1.4) 
in the strip 0 < t ,< to , where t,, = min[T, ~/a)2P-1], and where E is a constant 
depending on P (but not T). The solution is giwen by 
u(x, t) = s,. r(x, tY, 0) 9(r) dr - I,‘!-. r(x, t, Y, s)f(~, 4 dr cfs- (2.13) 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Let Sn = {x E P: 1 x 1 = l}. 
DEFINITION. Let F(x, t) be a continuous function in Q. Assume that for 
some positive number M’, positive integer N, and for 1 x 1 > M’ 
F(x, t) = f Fj(A, t) 1 x I-j + FN(X, t) I x FN, 
j=O 
where h = x/l x I , and Fj(X, t) is a continuous function on Sn x [0, TJ 
(j = 0 ,..., N), and FN(x, t) = o(1) as x + co, uniformly with respect to t 1 1 
in [0, T]. Such a function F(x, t) is said to have an N-asymptotic expansion. 
If the function Fj(h, t) has continuous derivatives with respect to X up to 
order N-j on S” x [0, T] (j = O,..., N), the exliansion is called regular. 
If for some E > 0, ) FN(x, t)l < C 1 x ]+ as ] x ] + co, then F(x, t) is said 
to have an (N + l )-asymptotic expansion. 
We shall need the following assumptions: 
(As) The coefficients of (1.1) have regular N-asymptotic expansions, 
and the principal coefficients have regular (N + l )-asymptotic expansions. 
(Ad) The functionsfi(x, t) (j = l,..., M) are Holder continuous in x, 
uniformly in bounded subsets of Q, and &(x) are continuous functions in Rn 
(j = l,..., M). Furthermore, fj(x, t) and &(x) have regular N-asymptotic 
expansions. 
The main results of this paper are contained in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (Ai)-(A,J, (B) hold. Then the so2ution u(x, t) 
of (1.1), (1.2) has an N-asymptotic expansion. 
Let G be a bounded domain in Rn, and assume (1.1) and (1.2) are defined 
in Q’ = (R” - G) x (0, T] and Rn - G, respectively. 
Let CR,, be a cylinder of radius R and height T such that G C CR,, . 
The coefficients of P, and the function f can be extended from Q - CR,, to 52 
in such a way that the resulting system remains uniformly parabolic in Q. 
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If the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied in J2’ and R” - G, respec- 
tively, we can extend the system in such a way that the extended system will 
satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 in Q and R”, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that (Al)-(%), (B) hold in Sz’ and Rn - G. dssume, 
further, that u(x, t) is the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) in sz’, and that v(x, t) 
is the solution of the extended system in Sz. Then u(x, t) and v(x, t) have N-asymp- 
totic expansions and the expansions are identical. 
The following Lemmas will be needed. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 
Po(x, t, 5) = A(t, 5) + f B(X, t, 5) ] x 1-j + BN(x, t, 5) 1 x J-N-6 
i=l 
be the (N + c)-asymptotic expansion of the principal coejicients matrix. Let 
Vo(t, s, 5) be the solution of the system 
dV,,/dt = A(t, 5) VO O<s<t<T, 
Vo(4 s, 5)l t=s = 1. 
Then [cf. (2.1)] 
w, t, s, 5) = Vo(t, s, 5) 
[ 




where V” = 1, and 
1 Vo(t, s, 5) Vj(A, t, s, {)I < 0 i [(t - s) ( 5 12”]’ e(t-s)Q(C) 
i=O 
(j = I,..., N), C = const, (3.2) 
1 Vo(t, s, 5) V*,(x, t, s, {)I < Ce(*-s)Q(cJ i. Nt - 4 I 5 12*Y 
x (1 + I x 1-l exp[C I x 1-l (t - 4 I 5 lzp]), (3.3) 
where K depends on N. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 2(x - y, t, y, s) be the parametrix for the system (1.3). 
Then 





1 27 ( + 1 2, ( ,< C(t - s)-n/2 exp[- c 1 x - y j*/(t - s)P’], 
(j = o,..., N), (3.5) 
where C, c are some positive constants. 
LEMMA 3.3. The function 
f 1(x, t, s) = 
I 
2(x - Y9 t, Y, 4f (n 4 dY 
R" 
has a regular N-asymptotic expansion. 
LEMMA 3.4. The function 
fi(X, t, s) = s G(% t9 YJ S)f(Y, 4 dY R" 
has a regular N-asymptotic expansion. 
LEMMA 3.5. The function 
j-(x, t, 4= s,. @(x, t, Ys)f(n 4 4 
has an N-asymptotic expansion. 
4. PROOFS 
For an n x n matrix W = (w”j) we denote 
1 W 1 = I.u.b.{( Wz j/l s 1: z E C”, z # 01, 
where C* is the n-dimensional complex space. 
We have [4] 
c-'yx 1 w'5 ] < 1 WI Q cyx 1 w(j I, (4.1) 
where c is some positive constant. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The matrices Vj satisfy the following differential 
equation 
f Bj I x 1-j + BN 1 x I-N--s f Vj 1 x 1-J + V, 1 x (--N-E 
f-1 5-O I 
= v, f 1 x 1-i dVj/dt + I x I--N--F dVN/dt -. 
I 5-l I 
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Comparing coefficients of / x l--j we get 
Vl(h, t, s, 5) = St by(u, s, 5) P(h, u, 5) Vo(u, s, 5) au. 
s 
Therefore, we get, by (2.2), (2.3), 
I l/o(h s, r;) w, t, <)I 
<c s 
t e’t-o’“‘C’ 1 5 12~~b-s)OW do 
= C(t'- s) ( [ 12P e(t-s)O(C). 
Proceeding by induction we assume that for 1 < j’ <j 
.I 
( Vo(t, s, 5) V’(X, t, s  {)I < 0’ i [(t - s) 1 5 12Pli ect-s)Qcc). 
i-0 
We get 
= ‘fl st V&t, u, 5) @(A 0, 5) vo’o(u, s, 5) vj;‘j-V, u, s, 5) du j I s (4.2) 
< i y Ci-i+qt - s) 15 I""]" e(t-s)OK), 
i=l i'=O 
from which (3.2) follows. 
For V, we have the following integral equation 
I/;v(x, 4 s, 5) 
= s t Qu, s, 5) c 1 x I--j-i+N+r P(h, u, 5) Vo(u, s, 5) v/“(x, 0, s, 5) s i+j>N 
+ i ] x J-j B& u,5) Vo(u, s, 5) + 2 I x 1-j w4 07 0 
j=O i=l 
+ 1 .2” I-N-r BN(% ‘-‘, 5) v&‘, S, 5) vN(x, ‘3, s, 5) 
1 VO(t> s, 5) vN(x, t, s, <)I 
< C f [(t - s) 1 5 12P]j e(t-s)Q(c) 
i-0 
+ C’ I x 1-l I 5 12P Jy e(t-s)Q(C) 1 Vo(a, s, 5) II&z, U,S, 5) do 




4(t) = e-(t-s)Q(c) Vo(t, s, 5) VN(x, t, s, ()I , 
VW) = c 2 C(t - 4 I 5 12plf, 
j=O 
X0> = C’ I x 1-l I 5 12p, 
we get (3.3) from the last inequality and 2.1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We have for Va(t, s, LX+ $3) the following inequality 
(cf. [3, p. 2451): 
I exp[+ + @) - (x - r)l V&, s, a: + $)I 
< C exp[-c 1 x - y ]Q/(t - s)p’ - 8(t - S) I (II IQ], 
where C, c, S are positive constants. 
Substituting (3.1) in (2.4) we get (3.4) with 
(4.3) 
27(x - y, t, w, s) = (279-n 1 ei(a+i0).(2-~) Vo(t, s, a + $3) V(w, t, S, a + $3) da 
R” 
(j = o,..., N), 
and a similar expression for 2, (with V&z, t, S, (Y + $)). 
Using (3.2) and (4.3) we get 
If we use now (4.3) and (3.3) we get 
I& 1 < ce-c’lz-PIQ/(t-sP’ 
SC 
K [(t - s) 1 a I”“]” 
R” isO 
x {I + 1 y 1-l exp[(C I y 1-r - 6) (f - S) I ac ]2p]} dor. 
If ) y ) is sufficiently large, 1 y 1 > y. > 0, say, we get (3.5). 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Assume that in the definition of N-asymptotic 
expansion M’ = 1 (without loss of generality), and let c(r) be a Cm(Rn)- 
function with the following properties: 
0 < 5(Y) < 1, 5(y) = 1 if I Y I > 2, I(y) = 0 if Iy I < 1. 
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Then 
j JR% [1 - 5Wl Z@ - Y, t> Y, S)f(Y, s> 4 j 
<c I ,r-Y,$2 (t- 4-n12* exp[--c I Y IW - WI dr 
where C, c are generic constants, C?(W) is a bounded function, and the symbol 
-0 means “N-asymptotic to 0” (for all IV, in fact). Now 
1 = 1 5(Y) Z@ - y, t>y, S)f(Y, 4 dY 
Rn = 1 y 1-j zqx - y, t, w, s) + I y I-N--E ZN(X - Y, 4 Y, s) 1 
x 
[ 
gem> 4 I Y1-j + IY rNfN(3’> s)] 5(Y) dY 
= s,. 5(Y) c” I Y l-j 5 Zi(x - y, t, w, s).F(w, s) dy + IN. 
i=O i=O 
IN = / 5(y) j c y Iy ]-f-j + f jy 1-j zj Jy ]-“fN 
R” i+j>NZ’ * j=O 
N \ 
+ ?ZO 1 y ]-j-N-e ZNfj + I Y I-2N-E ZNfN dY- 
i 
I x IN I IN I Q c s,. 3(x -Y> If1 I x I”/1 x -Y IN+$ + f. I x IN/l x - y IN+*+, 
+ (1 x IN/I .X - y I”) [fN(x - y, S)l\ 
x (t - S)-n/2P e-clYl’/(t-sP’ (jr* 
For any y > 0 
(t - S)-n’2p~ 5(x - y) (I x IN/l x - y (N+Y) e-c~~~%-s~” dy - o, 
R” 
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if 1 x I-+ co, uniformly with respect to 0 < t - s < T. Indeed, the integranc 
does not vanish only if ) x - y 1 3 1, and then 
IX -y p+v> 2-N-g 1 x 1 - (y 1 ( + l]NfV. 
Passing in the last integral to polar coordinates and breaking it as follows 
joa = sd,“* + i:,,, ) 
we get 
(t _ ,)-n/Q j”‘” 1 x IN (I x 1 _ r + 1)-N-v e-~PIWs)” d,. 
< C(t - s)-“‘Q ) x I--Y jam e-~Pl(t-s)” dr 
=cIxp+o if Ix(-+aL 
(t - s)-‘-P &I,,, 1 x IN (I 1 x 1 - r 1 + I)-- e-~+l+~)“’ dr 
< C 1 x IN e-clls”/(t-s))“, (4.4) 
and this expression also goes to zero if 1 x / ---f co, uniformly in 0 < t - s < T. 
Now 
(t - p’2p jR. 5(x - Y> (I x IN * I X - JJ I”) Ifi& - y, S)] ec’ar’“f(t-s)P’ dy 
< c sup()fN(x - y, s)I: 1 y 1 < 1 x j/2> + c 1 x I” dz”‘(t-s)” -+ 0, 
if 1 x ( + co, uniformly in 0 < t - s < T. 
Let now 
I’= i 1 y 1-j i Zi(x - y, t, co, s)fj-+~, s) 
j=O i-0 
Take any component of the term 
s c(y) ( y 1-j .F’(x - y, t, w, s)fj-+, s) dy (i’ <j < IV). 
R" 
It is a sum of expressions of the form 
jRn t(y) ) y I-jfj-i,(w, S) (2n)-” jRa ei~a+is)“z-%o(t, s, a + zj?) 
X 
I 
t W;l(u, S, a + ip) (a + 8)” bi’(w, u) wo(a, s, a + is) 
8 
X w~‘-~*(w, u, S, a + ifi) do da dy 
(4.5) 
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where i” < i’ <j < N, 1 12 1 = 2p, w,, (a + ifi)lr bi”, z$, z’~‘-~” are matrix 
elements of V, , B”“, I$l, vi’-i’, r espectively, and fjei, is a component of 
f i-i’* 
It can be seen from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that the matrix elements of 
F’j(h, t, s, OL + $3) are sums of integrals of the form 
where 1 k, ! = 2p and m <j. Putting 
&I, 5) = fi bZ(X, q), 
Z=l 
G, s> 5) = fi %%Jz , s, 5) w&z , s, 0, 
I=1 
we can write the last integral in the form 
We have the following bound for this integral 
< Ce(t-s)O(n+i~) i [(t - s) \ a + $3 12”li. 
Indeed, q-,(01 + ip)” o;%“‘w, is a matrix element of the product 
vo(t, s, 01 + iP) GYu, s, 0~ + 8) @“(A, 0, a + 8) Vo(u, s, 01 + i/3), 
which is bounded by C ( 01 + i/I (sa exp[(t - s) Q(a + i,!?)]. Using now (3.2) 
and (4.1) we get the above bound for the integral. 
Let \ y \ = r, w = y/I y 1 , X = x/l x ( , A = (X - y)/l x - y ( , and change 
y to x - y in (4.5). Passing now to polar coordinates, (4.5) can be written as 
follows: 
zi’(w, r, t, s, 5, a + i/q 5(x - rW) 1 X - TW 1-j fj_i’(n, S) 6(rl, ~) 
x dc?dordrdw, (4.5’) 
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where 
&(...) = q,> yn-leiki+iBhr VI&, s, a: + $I) qa, s, 01 + ip> (a + i/q”. 
We have for zi’ the estimate 
1 zi' ( < Cfn-le-crP/(t-8) "e-c'w-s)l.l*~(I Ly 128 + (t _ s)-1). 
Indeed, we have I/3 Igg = c[r/(t - s)]* (cf. Theorem 2.1) and for any 
0 < E < c there exists a constant C = C(E) such that 
@rQ/( t-s) n’ I B I”” < C(t - s)-le-Mrwt-sP' 
We can now change the order of integration to integrate first with respect 
to Y. Integration by parts yields 
+ fern g [r;(x - YW) 1 x - YW I-jfj-,@l, s) S(A, CT)] 
I 
co 
X zi’(w, p, t, s, 6, a + $3) dp dr 
r I 
dC da dw. 
The derivative consists of a term with a factor V{ and the term 
1 x - YW I-j-1 LJX - YW) [j/l - w - V,(z$J * (w + A(w * A))]. 
(4.5”) 
(4.6) 
Since V,~(X - YW) = 0 for ) x - YW I > 2, we get for the first term the 
bound (cf. (4.4)) 
We have now in (4.5”) a term of the form 
5(“g I .1c I-’ v, t, 4, (4.7) 
and a term similar to (4.5’) with j replaced by j + I, f& replaced by (4.6), 
and 9’ replaced by 
I 
m 
2’ = #(w, p, t, s, a, (Y + $) dp. 
+ 
The function 
y(A, t, s) = C o-j-ns,T, &A, G)fi-& s) d’(w, I, t, s, a, a + $3) &da dw dr 
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is bounded. So (4.7) is a summand in the jth term in the N-asymptotic 
expansion of a component offl(x, t, s). For the function 2’ we find a bound 
similar to the one for zi’ (cf. p. 18) with different constants, possibly. Pro- 
ceeding in the same manner step by step, i.e., integrating by parts and trans- 
fering to the remainder term all the expressions which are o(1 x /-N) as 
) .r 1 - co, we get the N-asymptotic expansion for fl(x, t, s). 
Notice that fj(A, t) is differentiated no more than N - j times in this 
process. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. From [3] we have the bound 
) &(x, t, y, s)l ,< C(t - s)-l-(n-a)12P e-ClZ-Yl'ltt-SP', 
hence, 
/ JRn [l - &Y)l m, CY? 4f(Y, 4 dY 1 
< C(t - 4-lfW2P) s (121+2)/(t-s)" rn-le-crQ dr (laI-2)/(t-s)"' 
< C(t - s)- (lt(a/zt)+(n-1)/(2P-l)) (I x ) + 2~-le-c(151-2"/~t-s,9' 
< C' 1 x p e-c'lxj'/(t-sP' - 0. 
We have used here the fact that for any E > 0, y > 0 there exists a constant C 
such that 
1 x IY e-alzlq < C for all 1 x ] . 
Let now 
KO(X> 4 Y, 4 = [Po(? 4 &I - Po(Y, 4 &>I 2(x - y, t, y, 4 
and consider any summand of K,,*f. It has the form 
f 5(y) I y I-i’fi-i~(w, 4 / (24-” [;(a + $)I” [a(x, t) - a(y, t)] 
‘R” R” 
x ei(a+i~)+%,,(t, s, 01 + ip) /s’Jc 6(w, 6) a(~?, s, 01 + $9) d6 dor dy 
(4.8) 
(the part with [I - c(y)] is omitted due to the first part of the proof), where 
i’ < j < IV, ( k / = 2p, a(x, t) is one of the (leading) coefficients of P,, (and is 
Holder continuous). 
Let 
a(x, t) = so(t) + 1 x 1-l al(X, t) + **. + I x ImN aN(h t) + I x I--N-’ aN@, t) 
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be the (N + c)-asymptotic expansion of a(x, t). By assumption aj(h, t) has 
continuous derivatives on the unit sphere S* up to order N - j (with respect 
to A), and 1 a,,(~, t)/ < C. 
Expanding [u(.r, t) - u(y, t)] and taking any summand, with ) y I-j’, ) x 1-j’) 
say, we get an integral similar to (4.8) with [ai’(A, t) 1 x J-j’ - &‘(w, t) 1 y I-j’] 
replacing [u(.q t) - a(y, t)] and a remainder IN = I,’ + I;, where INI 
consists of similar integrals with j +i’ > N, and 1; contains the term 
[UN(X, t) 1 x J--N--E - u,v(y, t)-N-‘]. 
Since UJ” has continuous derivatives on S”, it is Lipschitz continuous. 
Therefore, putting 
1; = c 1 5(Y) Iy I-jh-&J, 4 [I x I-j’ a”O, t> - I y I-” (w, t>l 
R" 
X J-s sf (I 6(w, 6) @(CT, s a + $3) & da dy, 
we get 
I x IN I I,‘, I < c s,. 5(x - y) [I aj’(4 4 - av, a 
+ 1 uql, t)l 1 1 - I X Ii’ I X - y I-j’ I] 
x I x IN-j’ I x - y l-j I.Li(4 41 s,. [I a I”” + 11 
(4.9) 
x m$o [(t - s) (I a 122, + l)m e-~Iula~(~-~)“‘~-~(~-~)l~18’ da dy 
(0 < i’ ,< j < N,j’ > 1 since for j’ = 0 we get us(t) for both expressions 
in the first bracket in the integrand of IN.) 
We have now 
1 d(h, t) - uql, t)l < c 1 A - A ) 
= c I x/I x I - @ - YM x - Y I I 
,<cCI~I~I~-YI-I4~+IYII~IwII~-YI) 
<Cc(yJ(x-yI-l if Ix-Yl>l. (4.10) 
1 1 - 1 x 15’ 1 x - y 15’ 1 = 1 1 x - y 15’ - 1 x (j’ 1 1 x - y I-5’ 
f-1 
f-1 
ilYIl”-YI-l*~o ,.l$ (4.11) 
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Using (4.10), (4.11) in (4.9) we get 
x (t - ~)-l-hmJ) 1 x [N-i' 1 x .ewy I-5 e-c(ul'/+s)p'dy 
< C(t - ~)-1+1/2~ 1 x I-(j+i')+N-1. 
If we replace in (4.9) u.j by a,%, we get the other part, I:, of IN . In this case 
we use the following proposition (uN does not have to be Holder continuous, 
necessarily, so the previous argument cannot be applied in this case. The 
(N + e)-asymptotic expansion is needed here). 
PROPOSITION. Let (G(x, t) be a continuous function in Q, Hiilder continuous 
in x, uniformly with respect to (x, t) in Sz. Assume that $(x, t) has a regular 
(N + e)-asymptotic expansion for 1 x 1 > 1, 
#(x, t) = GO(k t) + I x 1-l P(& t) + “* + 1 .t” I-N $“(Si, t) + j x I-N--E $h&+, t). 
Then 
1 x IN 1 #N(x> t, 1 x I-N--E - $N(Y, t> 1 Y kN- ) 
< c ( x I--F'2 f 1 x I( 1 x - y 1-i 1 x - y p, Ixl>l, IYI 3 13 
i=O 
(4.12) 
where C, y are some positive constants. 
Proof. If #&, t) is uniformly Holder continuous with respect to x in .Q 
with some exponent y then 
1 x IN+E 1 $Ncx, t, 1 x kN-< - #N(Y) t, 1 Y kN--’ ( 
d 1 #Ncx> t> - #N(Y, t)l + 1 #N(Yv Y)l 1 1 - 1 x IN+’ 1 Y hN-’ ) 
We can consider only (x, y) such that / x - y I < 1, because for 
I x - y I > 1 (4.12) holds if C > 2 sup{) $N(X, t)l: (x, t) E In}. 
For Ix-y/ <l we have IX-yIy>Jx-yl, hence (4.12). 
If &,,(x, t) is not uniformly Holder continuous for any exponent y then for 
some 0 < fi < OL (where LX is the exponent of Holder continuity of 4(x, t)) 
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there is a set ECP x R” such that IX-yj ,<I for (.v,y)~E, and a 
positive number C so that 
I#Nc%t)-#N(YIt)l ~Clx--Y15 if (x, y) E EC, 
I#N(X,t)-+N(Y,t)l >Clx--YIS if (x, y) E E. 
Since by assumption #(x, t) is uniformly Holder continuous (exponent a) 
with respect to x, and t+P@, t) has continuous derivatives on Sn, we see that 
#&v, t) 1 x j-h+ is uniformly Holder continuous in x for 1 x 1 > 1. We have 
in E the following inequalities 
c 1 x - Y 1’ < 1 #Ncx> t> - +N(Y, t)l 
< 1 $NtX, t, - (1 x IN+‘// Y IN+‘) #N(% t)l 
+ 1 1 - 1 x IN+’ 1 Y bN-’ 1 1 #N(% t>l 
< c 1 x IN+’ 1 &,,(x, t) 1 x I-N-f 
iflxlbl, lyl>l, lx-yl<l. 
Hence, ) x I-+ < C ) x - y I”‘, where 
y’ = (a - B) 4.w + 4 if (x, y) E E. 
We can now write (4.12) in the form 
1 x I-’ #Ncx, t, - #N(Y, t> + (I - [I x l/l Y IIN+‘) #N(Y, t)l 
+-YIB+IX-Yl~o(#+lx-Yl+~l-~‘a 
< c I x - y IY *go gji I x I--r’2. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Applying the proposition with $(x, t) = a(x, t) we get 
< c s,. ((x - y) 1 y 1” z (&)’ (t - s)-l--(nl2p) ~-ci~l~/(t-s)” dy 
< qt - ~)-l+m 1 x 1-a (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.3). 
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We have now 
) x JN j IN j < C(t - ,)-I+, ) x )--E/Z (4.13) 
for some positive constants C, y. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (changing the order of integration, 
then integrating by parts with respect to Y) we get the N-asymptotic expansion 
of K,*f with coefficients bounded by C(t - S) + higher powers of (t - s) 
(by (4.10) and (4.1 I)), and a remainder that satisfies (4.13). 
This bound is a consequence of the above argument and the fact that 
ss O” v. 1 K,(x - pw, t, pw, s)I dp dr < C(t - s)-l+‘lizy). 0 r 
The asymptotic expansion of K*f can be obtained by the same method. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let f,j(h, t, s) be a coordinate of the jth coefficient in 
the N-asymptotic expansion of fi(x, t, s). It is obtained by repeated integra- 
tion by parts of expressions involving coordinates off i(h, s) (i < j), and their 
derivatives. Each coefficient off i(h, s) (i < j), however, is not differentiated 
more than j - i times. Denoting coordinates off i by the same symbol we 
have 
fij(h t, s) = c %k(h 4 s) Rkf v, s), (4.14) 
i=O Ikl<i-i 
where a&h, t, s) depend on the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of 
a(x, t) and their derivatives with respect to A. More explicitly, 1 x \-ff#, t, s) 
is a sum of expressions of the form 
cj go go 1:; l’s, s, j; 5(x - WY) g [f j+“-j’(A, s) 
x aj-i-j’(d, t) 6&l, 5) 1 x - WY I-j+i] ,J$(w, Y, t, s, G) dr dw d6, 
where 
kil = s,I, *** jr,-, k;‘(w, yi , t, s, 5) dri ... dr, 
and 
k;’ = (27r)+ 
s 
[i(a + i/l)]“+“’ ei(a+is)‘w%o(t, s, OL + $3) i7(5, s, cy + 8) dol, 
R” 




1 D,W(h, t)[ < c for[KI<N-j, 
1 D&k(A, t, s)l < C(t - s)-1+v forlhl ,Ci, 
Hence, 
I DAkcfi(k q < c for [ k ( < N - i. 
< Cuf(t - s)-1+v forlkl <j--i, 
where C, a, and f are positive constants dependent upon the coefficients 
d(A, t), f Q 5) (i = 0, l,..., N) and their derivatives, respectively. We have in 
the last inequality 1 k 1 + 1 h / <j - i + i-i’ =j - i’; hence, we see 
that fi’(A, s) is differentiated no more than j - i’ times, and the same is true 
for af’(A, t). We define now 
t 




fm(% 4 s> = 2 fm$, t, s) I x I-j C(x) -tfN”(% 4 s) I x I-N-f’2, 
5-o 
1 DAy,,,i(h, t, s)l < CmamfF~n(y) (t - s)“+‘/I’(my), 
forO<j<N,IkI<j-i,O$i,<j,and 
1 fn;“(x, t, s)l < P(t - sp-l/r(my). 
This assumption is satisfied if m = 1 (cf. Lemma 3.4). 




8 (t - a)--l+v (u - s)‘- da 
= C~+w+~fP+l(~) (t - s)(~+l+‘/r((n + 1) y), 
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where 1 k j <j - i. Hence, 
]hI + jhl Qj-;+i-i’=j--i’, 0 .< i’ < i, 
and this shows that fi(A, s) is not differentiated more than N - j times in 
any iteration of the asymptotic expansion. It can be seen, similarly, that 
&(A, t) is not differentiated more than N - j times. A similar argument shows 
that 
) fg++l(x, t, s)I < cm+yt - s)(m+l)y/r[(m + 1) r]. 
Now since 
the proof of Lemma 3.5 is completed. 
Theorem 3.1 is now an immediate consequence of (2.7)-(2.10), (2.13), and 
Lemmas 3.3-3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We denote by L’ the operator (1.1) in Q’, and by L 
its extension from Q - C,., to 52. Let u’(x, t) be the solution of the system 
L’u’(x, t) = f’(x, t) in Q’, 
u’(x, 0) = 4’(x) in Rn - G. 
The function u’(x, t) can be extended from Q - CR,T to Sz as a C?P(J2)- 
function, u(x, t), say, so that Lu(x, t) = f is a continuous function in Sz, and 
f =f’ in a-CR,,. Similarly u(x, 0) = d’(x) in R* - CR . 
Now, L, f, + satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Therefore, the solu- 
tion U(X, t) of (I. 1) and (1.2) in 6! has an N-asymptotic expansion, but since 
U(X, f) = u’(x, t) for / x ( > R we see that u’(x, t) has the same expansion. 
If f ‘, $’ are extended in a different way, to f “, 4” say, and L’ to L”, we denote 
by u”(x, t) the solution of the extended system 
LI1uH(x, t) = f “(x, t) in Sz, 
u”(x, 0) = #J”(X) in Rn. 
The function w(x, t) = u”(x, t) - U(X, t) satisfies a similar system with 
f”, f replaced by some functions,f,& say, that have compact supports. From 
the bound on the fundamental solution given in Theorem 2.2 and from the 
proof of Lemma 3.3 (the first part) we see that w(x, t) N 0; hence, u, u’, and 
u” have the same asymptotic expansions. Therefore, the behavior of the 
coefficients and the right sides of ( 1.1) and (1.2) with respect to ) x ] on com- 
pact subsets of s2 does not affect the asymptotic properties of the solution 
with respect to 1 x ( . 
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5. GENERALIZATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that (AI)-( (B) hold. Suppose that g(x) is a 
P(R”)-function such that 1 Pg(x)j = O(j x I-I”Iy) for ( x I-+ co, some 
positive constant y, and ( k 1 = 0, l,.... ,4ssume, furthermore, that 
f@, t) = f’(x, 0 exp[g(x)l, 5X4 = 4’(x) ed&ll~ 
and f ‘, $’ satisfy (AJ, f, 4 satisfy (2.11) and (2.12). Let u(x, t) be the solution 
of(l.1) and (1.2). Then 
e-g(s)u(x, t) = 5 f gi(x) &(A, t) ) x J-j +g”‘(x) 2+(x, t), 
i=O j=O 
where gi(x) depends upon the derivatives of g(x) up to order i, N’ depends on N, 
and 
1 g”‘(x) 2+(x, t)l = o(l x I-“) for I x I -+ 00. 
The proof of Th eorem 5.1 is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 
Applications of the last theorem are the following two examples. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. If 
f (x, t) = I x Iy [ 5 f V, t) I x 1-j +fn(x9 t) I x l-j , 
i=O 
y~Rl, and 
d(x) = I x IY [: ?w I x l-j + 4”(x) I x I-j 
i-0 
for I x I > M > 0, and f “‘(x, t) = o(l), d”(x) = o(1) for ( x ) -+ co, then 
U(X, t) = 1 x p 
1 
d(A, t) 1 x 1-j + Q(X, t) ( x I--N 
j-0 1 
I udx, t)l =o(l) forIxI--+co. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. If, in the last example, ( x 1~ is replaced by eclzly (y < I), 
then 
u(x, t) N eClsly 1 @(A, t) 1 x I+-1+-j. 
i,j 
Finally we show that the differentiability assumptions cannot be relaxed by 
providing the following. 
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COUNTER EXAMPLE 5.3. Let #(h) = j rrlp - 1 h /l/s 1 for --x < X < r, 
and 4(x, y) = [(x2 + y2) #(tg-‘(y/x)) for x2 + y2 # 0, $(O, 0) = 0, where 
I;(r) is a Cm([O, a))-function such that c(r) = 0 if 0 < Y < &, 0 < C(Y) < 1 if 
g < Y < 1, ((Y) = 1 if r > 1. 
Consider the solution u(x, y, t) of the system 
WT y, t) 
at 
= wx, y, t) + a2+, y, t) 
ax* w 
in D = R2 x (0, I”], (5.1) 
4x, YT 0) = 4(x, Y> in R2. (5.2) 
We have asymptotic expansions for the coefficients of L, f, and the initial 
condition q5, where +0(h) does not have any derivatives on S2. Since 
f (x, y, t) = 0, and since 4(x, y) is Holder continuous (exponent &), there 
exists a solution of the systems (5.1) and (5.2) by Theorem 2.3. Assume that 
the solution U(X, y, t) has a l-asymptotic expansion 
u(x, y, t) = UO(h, t) + uyx, t) (x” + y2)-l’Z + 2$(x, y, t) (x2 + y2)-1’2 (5.3) 
and 
Ul(X, y> t) = o(l) forx2+y2+c0, 
where h = tg-l(y/x). 
By (2.13) we have 
u(x, y, t) = Ct-11 J e-[(3c-E)'+(~-n)21i4t~(~, rl) d[ d,,, 
P+n51/2 
Passing to polar coordinates we get for y = 0, i.e., h = 0, 
U(Y, 0, t) = Ct-1 ~~n~oa e-~'/4$#(~ - p cos W, - p sin w) dp dw - #(O) = T, 
ifr+m. 
Hence, G(O, t) = r. We have 
- uyo, t) = 45 Y[U(Y, 0, t) - uyo, t)] 
= & Ct-l jr lrn e-pe/4tp[r - +(Y - p cos w, - p sin w)] Y dp dw 
-77 0 
3 lim Ct-l 
IS n R( 
same) dp dw = +m. 
r+m -?T 
Indeed, the integrand is nonnegative, and the left and right derivatives of # 
at h = 0 are + co and - oc), respectively. 
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Since U(X, y, t) is everywhere finite the last result contradicts (5.3). 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Assume that (1.3), can be written in the form 
au/at - 1 x pa P(x, t, D,) u = f(x, t> 
near x = 0, where P(x, t, 0,) is as above, and M > 1. Assume, furthermore, 
that the coefficients, the initial conditions and the right side have asymptotic 
expansions in terms of angular functions and positive powers of 1 x 1 , as 
1 x I-+ 0. A change of variable 
for ,!3 suitably chosen transforms the system to one that satisfies the assump- 
tions of Theorem 3.2. Thus, for instance, consider the equation 
in R2 near x = 0. Taking /3 = (II we get in the new coordinates 
(1 -zcos28)u,,+2zcosBsin8~,,+(1 -zsin28)u,, 
+ 2r-l(u, cos 0 + uv sin e) - ut =f, 
where (Y, 8) are the new polar coordinates and x = CX(CX - 2). 
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